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MPRA Library Composition:
A total of 76 predicted outlier variants from the filtered Autism data were chosen for
experimental validation (38 case variants and 38 matched controls from Supplementary Figure
S7C). Additionally, we tested 9 GWAS590 SNPs, 3 hand-picked examples from the F2, SCAF8
and MECP2 genes, 2 apaQTLs, 4 matched control SNPs from gnomAD and 6 control PASs that
had previously been measured in the MPRA of Bogard et al. [36].

Library Amplification:
200ng of each library was transformed using 50uL of MAX Efficiency DH5α Competent Cells
(Invitrogen) following the manufacturer's protocol. Library sizes were estimated by plating serial
dilutions (1:10, 1:100, 1:1000)  of library transformation and extrapolating plasmid coverage
based on colony counts. This number should be at least 1000X greater than the number of
perturbations in the library (ie 100,000 colonies for each APA library).  The remaining
transformants were grown in 100mL LB overnight culture and libraries were prepared using a
HiSpeed Plasmid Midi Kit (Qiagen). Selected individual clones from each library were Sanger
sequenced to confirm library composition.

NGS Preparation Methods:
Following transfection, mRNA libraries were developed using primers listed in Supplementary
Table S1. Library sequences are also noted in Table S1.

The resulting mRNAs were reverse transcribed with SuperScript IV Reverse Transcriptase
(Thermo Fisher) to generate cDNA. Polyadenylated mRNA was reverse-transcribed with an
anchored polyT primer containing Illumina adaptor sequences, a unique molecular
identifier(UMI), and unique index sequences for each sample (skp_22-skp_25, skp34-skp_37).
RNA hydrolysis was performed on cDNA and samples were purified using DNA Clean &
Concentrator-5 (Zymo). Library cDNA was then amplified for 5 cycles with KAPA HiFi HotStart
ReadyMix (Roche) using a library-specific forward primer containing additional Illumina adaptor
sequences (P5) and reverse primer matching the adapter sequence added during RT (forward
primer is AMY_7, reverse primer is P7) . Further amplification using P5/P7 primers was
conducted and monitored with qPCR and stopped early to minimize PCR biases. Samples were
size selected to keep fragments ≥ 100nt using KAPA Pure Beads (Roche). Sample size
distributions were analyzed using Tapestation High Sensitivity D1000 (Agilent).

Library Sequencing Methods
Library concentrations were quantified using qPCR quantification with the NEBNext Library
Quant Kit for630 Illumina (NEB) as well as Qubit 1x dsDNA HS (Thermo Fisher). Concentrations
between the two methods were averaged to determine optimal library loading concentrations for
sequencing. Libraries were pooled with 10% PhiX and sequenced on MiSeq (Illumina) with a



MiSeq Reagent Nano or Micro v2 (300-cycles) kit. Paired-end sequencing was performed with
Read 1 (292 nt) covering the library sequences, Read 2 (8 nt) covering the UMIs, and the index
read (6 nt) for demultiplexing pooled samples.

Representative Sequencing Results
Raw sequencing data is available under GEO accession number GSE214825. Total UMI
collapsed read counts for each library sequence are noted in the highlighted columns in the
attached excel sheet GSE214825_apa_100_variants_HEK_addgene.xlsx

Summary Figure

(Figure 8 from Linder et al, DOI : 10.1186/s13059-022-02799-4)

Deconvolution algorithms for analyzing NGS data
The open-source adaptor trimming software package cutadapt v1.15 was used to trim adapters
off read 1. Read 1 was then aligned and mapped to the known respective library sequences.
The sequence upstream of the proximal PAS CSE was used to map cleaved mRNA back to the
full UTR sequence (allowing for ≤ 2 substitution errors). Reads were searched 5’ to 3’ across for
the site of polyadenylation as sequencing reads were long enough to precisely locate cut sites
for all proximal isoforms. The site of polyadenylation was identified by searching for a
consecutive run of 20 A’s (allowing for ≤ 2 substitution errors). A read was considered distally
cleaved if no polyadenylation site was found in read 1. Mapped reads were collapsed over
UMIs in read 2. The final unique-UMI counts were pooled across 2 biological replicates.

https://www.ncbi.xyz/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE214825


Availability of Code
All data processing code is available for download from github
The scripts for processing the library are here:
https://github.com/johli/aparent-resnet/blob/master/data/oligo_pool_2022/medium_library/pr
ocess_reads_hek293.ipynb

The script for analyzing all libraries is here:
https://github.com/johli/aparent-resnet/blob/master/data/oligo_pool_2022/medium_library/an
alyze_library.ipynb
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